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Abstract

In recent years, student development theory has been adopted as the

guiding theoretical framework of the student affairs profession. Unfortunately,

however, this adoption has largely occurred without a critical analysis of the

concept of student development as a gestalt or of the individual theories touted

as central to understanding college students. This paper is part of a larger

analysis and critique aimed . at critically examining the concept of student

development. Its particular focus is to explore the effectiveness of student

development theory in guiding professional practice in the field. The ideal

relationship between theory and practice is examined followed by a discussion

of the contributions and problems that occur when applying student

development theory to student affairs' practice. It is hoped that this critique will

stimulate further exploration of student development theories and their

application to the practice of college student affairs.
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Introduction

Sooner or later, whatever new idea, concept or fad hits the field of

college student affairs, it must stand the test of daily practice. In this regard,

student affairs is fundamentally a practitioner field--a fact which, in and of itself,

may suggest that student affairs professionals value theory (if at all) only to the

extent that it informs their practice. To explore, then, the effectiveness of student

development theory as it has "informed" the practice of college student affairs,

two vantage points are proposed:

I. What SHOULD BE the relationship between theory and
practice?; and

II. What IS the relationship between student development
theory and student affairs practice?

What SHOULD BE the Relationship Between Theory and
Practice?

Fundamentally, theory and practice should be inseparable. As Kurt

Lewin's oft-quoted dictum suggests, "there is nothing as practical as a good

theory" (cited in Marrow, 1969, p. 28). Or, stated another way, if a theory were

"good", there would be nothing more practical.

Indeed, it is the role of theory (as stated in an earlier paper) to organize

what is known and, through such, to generate propositions about what is

unknown...all, presumably, to offer direction far practice. Theory, then, offers the

basis whereby research incubates its premises into knowledge---the outcome of

which is direction for practice. Similarly, practice offers the arena both for

applying that knowledge and for generating problems for further

theory/knowledge "incubation". Theory and practice, then, are, in the "ideal",

inseparable. What a field thinks (theorizes) is understood as integral to how that

understanding is reflected in its actions/activities (practice). In this regard, the

body of knowledge within a field exists to serve as the fundamental rationale for

3
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its practice...offering, according 'to Greenwood (1957), a conceptual framework

internally consistent with the way the field "does business".

Contrary to this "ideal" and to aspirations for rising above basic dualism,

many fields suffer from a dichotomy between theory and practice. The

development of ways of thinking and talking about the phenomena of a field are

divorced from the activity-arena in which the thinking and talking grow from

direct experience in the doing. This is not as it "should" be.

What "should" be the case is an integrating or blending together of both.

One without the other (thinking without doing or doing without thinking) all-too-

readily causes sterile outcomes in either part. Thinking and talking about

content---facts, theories, sequences, rules, etc.---(without action) can lead to a

verbal glibness which frequently cannot be translated into action. On the other

hand, acting on the basis of anecdotal experience and unchecked "judgement

calls" (without content) can turn professional practice into an undisciplined

playground where practitioners learn precious little about conceptualization, the

power of generalization, and the rationale for their field. Together, on the other

hand, the two components of theory and practice embroil the profession of

college student affairs in a strong interaction of intellectual learning and the

testing of said learning through experience. Here, the artificial gulf between

ideas and action--theory and practice--is bridged enabling professionals to

learn ideas En action -- -theory fat practice. This is what "should", in the best of

all possible worlds, constitute the relationship between theory and practice.

4
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What IS the Relationship Between Student Development
Theory and Student Affairs Practice?

To best address this question, two broad responses are offered. First,

student development theory has offered some significant contributions to

student affairs practice and, second, student development theory has created

some significant problems for student affairs practice. These opposing

viewpoints are elaborated below:

Contributions: A Partial List

(1) A Needed New Role: Kathleen Plato (1978) contends that the

current practice of student affairs evolved from the functions of controlling

student behavior (which eroded with the growth of student self-regulation

and the sharing of discipline---once exclusively the role of student affairs

practitioners---with faculty and students) and representing student

opinion (which eroded with the growth of student rights and the

increased numbers of older, adult students able to represent

themselves). Given this erosion, "the logical step for student personnel

was to expand the remaining role of 'expert"' (Plato, 1978, p. 34). Student

development theory, then, offered a mechanism for this change by

providing a basis upon which to claim the needed expertise. As Plato

writes:

A new purpose statement evolved that was based on the theories of
human development. The model delineated the growth process of the
college student and then described the process by which individual
counselors or administrators aid this process. All members of the
organization are assigned the responsibility for a related phase of the
experience.

The "new" approach is broad enough to include all positions in the
field from the entry level "worker" to the chief student personnel officer.
It is specific enough to denote an area of specialization or expertise,
yet it is not so radically different as to be noticed if some institutions
choose not to reflect the trappings of the new label. The result is the
perfect type of organizational rationale--it gives the appearance of

5
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change, without being radically different from what currently exists
(1978, p. 34).

(2) Linkage to the Academy and Revised Purpose: Student

development theory offers a conceptual means whereby heretofore

service-providers (perceived as somewhat ancillary to the institution) are

able to link their contribution(s) to the academic mission of higher

education and claim an educational role in addition to that of service-

provider, i.e., developmentalist, developmental specialist, etc. This

revised integration of roles provides many practitioners with a renewed

sense of purpose and/or importance in their work.

(3) Planned Development: Student development theory provides a

conceptual means for bringing "intentionality" and deliberate planning to

an otherwise potentially haphazard, yet hoped-for, outcome of higher

education, i.e., the whole development of students.

(4) Program and Intervention Rationale: Student development

theory offers a basis upon which to ground interventions, develop

programs, and integrate processes--at the very least, at the level of

professional rhetoric.

(5) Political Savvy: Drawing upon the linkage of student affairs to the

academic mission and the contribution of its expertise pertaining to the

student, student affairs practitioners are significantly assisted by the

claims and vocabulary of student development theory in justifying

positions and protecting and/or building budgets.

(6) Research Focus: Student development theory raises a number of

questions regarding why student affairs practitioners do what they do and

with what effect. This curiosity has spurred some practitioners to probe

6
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their practice beyond anecdotal claims and contribute their findings to the

larger field.

Problems: A Partial List

(1) Preponderance of Theories: The sheer volume of available theories

renders the choice and implementation of an appropriate theory into

practice difficult (Stage, 1981). Related to this is the fact that the

profession lacks an overarching meta-theory or paradigm within which to

incorporate all the key concepts pertinent to the field. Hence, practice

based on theory is inconsistent and/or arbitrary at best.

(2) Diversity in Background/Preparation: Student affairs
practitioners come to the field from a variety of educational backgrounds

and work experiences. Indeed, in some institutions a baccalaureate

degree may be sufficient for some student affairs positions. Thus,

familiarity with individual student development theories may vary greatly

---a contingency which renders common understanding and application

difficult.

(3) Ambiguous Directions for Application: According to Bloland

(1986a), the theories of student development are themselves clear, but

the means by which a set of specific practices derives from theory is not.

The link is often considered intuitive, logical, or inferential and is even

described as such in some of our literature (King & Fields, 1980).

Unfortunately, however, this link is seldom direct.

(4) Pragmatic/Anti-theory Bias: As with many applied disciplines,

student affairs tends to attract practitioners who are pragmatists and who,

as such, maintain an implicit or explicit anti-theory bias. As such, student

affairs practitioners tend to take great liberties in spanning the apparent
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gap between theory and practice. And, as King and Fields (1980)

contend, instead of spending adequate time in theoretical

considerations, such practitioners lean heavily upon their intuition,

personal experiences as a college student, and "...formal and informal

discussions with colleagues about what works and what doesn't' (p. 543;

italics added).

(5) Generic, Not Specific, Understanding: Unfortunately, the diverse

backgrounds and anti-theory bias of practitioners, not to mention the

heavy demands on practitioner time, tend to "encourage" what King and

Fields (1980) call a generic, rather than specific, familiarity with theory.

Hence, practice based on theory may be grounded on no more than a

cursory reading of a particular theory, or even worse, the assumption that

theory can be grasped when read only in the form of a previously

digested, over-simplified handout or grocery list of characteristics,

attributes and/or vectors. Theory suffers greatly (as does practice) when it

is applied with no greater understanding or sophistication than a pop-

psychology and/or jargon-level perspective. The danger here is for one

to listen to a few notes and believe he/she has heard the entire

symphony--to have a list of Chickering's (1969) seven vectors and,

hence, to presume to understand Education and Identity -as a book or a

process.

(6) indiscriminate Use of Theory: There is a tendency on the part of some

practitioners to attempt to apply theory to all aspects of practice

regardless of its appropriateness in a given situation, institution, or

student population (Stage, 1990). The forcing of all students and student

services into a theoretical framework not only "waters down" the meaning

of theory but also seems to suggest an implicit denigration of those

8
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"services" which may not have a developmental impact per se. Further, to

the extent that theory has been used indiscriminately to alter job

descriptions (Bloland, 1986c), if not the primary function of the field itself,

student affairs practitioners may have neglected the development of

other roles they might play in meeting the needs of students and

providing just plain "good service".

(7) Lack of Critique: Both Blo land (1986a, 1986b) and Plato (1978) have

noted the almost unwavering acceptance of student development by the

profession and called for a healthy dialogue and critique regarding its

merits. The lack of such a critique has resulted in an inconsistency in the

choice of theories used in practice as well as a "brass-ring-like" devotion

to the concept of student development as a gestalt (Stamatakos, 1987).

Even more importantly, it has given rise to the unwritten assumption that

theories are universally applicable and that any perspectives to the

contrary are tantamount to professional heresy.

(8) Theory as Prescription: Bloland (1986c) has questioned the tendency

to use student development theories to predict outcomes. As he

mentioned in his earlier critique of student development research and

evaluation, many research studies in the area of student development

have either mixed results or questionable internal validity. Thus, the

question which remains unanswered is whether theory-based

interventions result in "the enhancement of student growth beyond that

which might be expected in the normal course of events" (Bloland,

1986b, p. 1). The evidence to date by no means universally supports that

it does.

(9) TheamigrauLDisignizingframmixki While the literature is

replete with articles on theory-based practice, in reality few, if any,

9
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practitioners or faculty actually apply theory to practice in a pure form.

Rather, the tendency is to take individual concepts or commonalities of

theories and develop an organizing framework for designing

interventions (King and Fields, 1980; Stage, 1990). Again, this results in

both a lack of consistent choice and application of theories and a

consequent difficulty in comparing the efficacy of individual theories

across programs and settings.

(10) Bandwagsm Claims: In the theories themselves and/or in the

assumptions of applying said theories, the premises of intentionality and

romantic humanism may well have overstated what is possible.

Something in daily practice begins to suggest that perhaps Victor

Frankl's assertion merits some consideration. Frankl (1959) contends

that self-actualization cannot be a matter of direct intention and that it,

indeed, becomes self-defeating to intend one's own development as a

primary purpose. What one can intend is meaning; development is a

secondary outcome. Additional "second thoughts" emerging from daily

practice tend to temper the euphoria of student development theory and

lend credence to William James' claim that,

...healthy-mindedness is inadequate as a philosophical doctrine,
because the evil facts which it positively refuses to account for are a
genuine portion of reality; and they may after all be the best keys to
life's significance, and possibly, the only openers of our eyes to the
deepest levels of truth (Epigraph, Becker, 1975).

In short, practice reveals the exceptions and/or the "dark side" of

the human psyche rarely addressed by theory. A bandwagon approach to

theory, then, soon falters on a broken axle (or two) of ineffective

intentionality or perhaps even the existence of evil. As such a bandwagon,

student development theory may well be vulnerabl to adoption by
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educational faddism rather than reasoned scrutiny---a malady to which

education is all-too-often prone across all of its subsets, not just student

affairs.
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